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Subtle Physiology of the Soul Layer 
 

 The core pierces the edge at the top of the structure, thrusting pure 

source light downward in a triple-current stream made up of a blue 

function current, red purpose current and a yellow-gold wisdom current. 

 As the core enters the soul layer the currents split off of the core into three 

single-current streams. These swoop out spinning in circles and swirls 

leaving about 50% of the energy continuing to move downward in a core. As 

the three streams move inside the soul layer, they cross each other 

repeatedly and fill the soul layer with a wild, swimming, rainbow of multi-

colored light. 

 The rest of the core travels across the soul layer and bisects the entire 

structure, exiting at the base, transiting the soul layer for a second time. 

 The soul layer acts as a holding tank for the currents of the triple-current 

streams, as they separate, filter and refresh moving constantly. New 

Source energies entering all the time at the core and continue making 

fresh fuel for the structure. 

 At the edge, is the outermost skin of the subtle structure covered with 

billions of tiny receptors. From each protrudes a small hair-like antenna. 

These hair-like antennae and receptors give the edge a fuzzy appearance. 

The villi and antennae attract pure energies as they emanate from the 

Source. The edge is where clean, unbiased contact is made with pure life 

force; where you can make friends with these universal energies. 

 In the soul layer, eddies of swirling light are spinning anywhere from 8’-20’ 

out from the bio layer. The soul layer is swirling with rainbow light and is 

unorganized and chaotic. 

 In a big space, the structure will expand to fill the area we need to or feel 

we need to be effective. The ability to expand and contract is a natural 

function of the structure. 

 


